
STORYBOARDING 
Storyboarding allowed us to focus on 
certain user scenarios and the way our 
app would best work while prioritizing 
convenience and style. 

PAPER PROTOTYPE 
Running heuristic evaluations on itera-
tive paper prototypes of different inter-
faces helped us rapidly discover what 
worked and what didn’t. 

 

FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE 
After coming to a general design, creat-
ing multiple functional prototypes 
helped us determine which elements 
were most useful on a mobile device. 

IN-PERSON TESTING 

User testing of our functional prototypes enabled us to eliminate remaining 
points of confusion for the user, such as understanding the gallery format 
and entering keywords for gallery exhibits. 

ONLINE A/B TESTING 

We used Google Analytics to deter-
mine the optimal format for exhibit 
keyword entry.  Test results showed 
that users entered significantly 
more keywords for their exhibits us-
ing a text field than using a drop-
down menu. Entering more key-
words is important as it allows for 
better search results. 

Overview 

SO YOU WANT TO MAKE FRIENDS... 

It can be difficult and alienating to make new 
friends in a place where you don't know any-
one.  The world is full of cool and interesting 
people, but it's hard to know at a glance 
whether you have anything in common with a 
specific person nearby.   
 
 

PRESENTING, VIRTUALGALLERY 

Our app, VirtualGallery, helps people in unfamil-
iar areas to meet new friends by providing a 
classy way to communicate and display their in-
terests and to search for those nearby with simi-
lar interests.  
 
When discussing more intangible matters like 
personality traits or passions, a picture can be 
worth a thousand words! A visual representa-
tion of interests can be much more telling. 
 

WHY VIRTUALGALLERY? 

Most social networks focus on connecting you 
to people whom you already know, and many 
explicit interest sharing sites are highly specific 
and based on textual lists.  
 
VirtualGallery allows users to communicate all 
their interests visually through putting together 
an art gallery about themselves, while providing 
a convenient and easy way to connect with like-
minded people in the same area. 

User Testing Design Process 

Create an Exhibit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

View Your Gallery 
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